
Doppio trattamento di resistenza al cloro, sia nei 
filati che nel prodotto finito

ANTI-ROLLING 
SYSTEM

CLORORESISTENTE

www.r-evenge.com

inserts guarantee d
urability over time, protecting the 

foot on poor surfaces

RESISTANCE TO WEAR 
and PROTECTION

The sock has a lateral anti-rolling 
system, thanks to special resins 
incorporated into yarns that act 
with the warmth of the skin and 
prevent the sock from rolling 
up, allowing children to move 
comfortable and in safety.

Stampati sotto il piede, che forniscono un 
massaggio naturale.

TASSELLI

L R

TMIx NON SLIP 
OuTSOLE

The selection and mix of special non-
slip fabric creates a perfect grip on 
wet surfaces, preventing the baby from 
slipping in the pool, on the borders and 
going up and down the stairs, reducing 
the risk of accidents and making the child 
more secure during water activities.

BENDING CuTS

On the instep, to facilitate the extension and flexion of the foot, 
improving the performance of the exercise, avoiding the so 

annoying sense of tightness for children

AERATION AREA
ELASTOMERIC 

WITH GRADuATED

COMPRESSION
This special yarn ensures a 

perfect fit of the sock to the 
foot and makes a constant 

compression that stimulates 
the well-being of our feet 

during sports activities.

KIDS POOL
TECHNICAL SOCKS FOR CHILDREN ACTIvITIES IN THE wATER



www.r-evenge.com

R-EVENGE KIDS POOL IS THE fIRST TECHNICAL SOCK DESIGNED 
SPECIfICALLY TO PROTECT CHILDREN DuRING PLAY ACTIVITIES / 

SPORTS IN THE WATER.

R-EVENGE KIDS POOL socks are comfortable to wear , even without the presence of an 
adult, they fit together to the costume in the locker room and children forget to wear 

them, avoiding the risk to lose them as it happens with slippers.
Washable in the washing machine at 30 degrees, they dry quickly, without losing the 

non-slip and anti-bacterial characteristics, even after several  washings. 
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